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When normalized per unit of surface area, the quantity of arsenic adsorbed at the maghemite surface remains
constant for particles between 300 and 20 nm. However, nanoparticles smaller than 20 nm exhibit enhanced adsorption
capacity. The origin of this observed size-dependence for adsorption or “nano effect” is unclear. Arsenic was chosen
as a probe of the surface structure to explore adsorption mechanisms occurring at the surface of maghemite nanoparticles
(6 nm). Two factors contributing to the enhanced reactivity of nanoscale maghemites were determined. The first is
related to a size-dependent structural modification of the surface of particles and the decrease of the occupancy of
the tetrahedral site that leaves vacant, highly reactive adsorption sites. In particular, there is a site localized in a
six-membered iron octahedral ring. This site is the only one for which an oxidation of AsIII occurs. The second factor
relates to the thermodynamics of a decrease of the surface free energy. The high density of As adsorbed at the saturation
of the surface can be related to crystal growth.

Introduction
Nanomaterials and the nanotechnologies they inspire present

potential new solutions to major environmental issues,1,2as well
as uncertainties surrounding impacts of these materials on the
environment and human health.3-6 These opportunities and
uncertainties are derived from intriguing differences between
the behavior of materials when they are present in bulk and when
they are present as nanoscale objects. Nanoparticles are often
characterized by a greater reactivity due to their elevated surface/
volume ratio. For example, 40% or more of the atoms making
up a nanoparticle are present on the surface of particles smaller

than 20 nm in diameter.7 A true nanoscale effect may also be
anticipated as distances between functional groups and facets on
nanoparticle surface decrease and quantum effects become
important. To date, such nanoscale effects have not been
elucidated for the case of metal adsorption or complexation as
a function of nanoparticle size. Such differences in reactivity
might be exploited to improve surface-based reactions in
engineered systems as water treatment and soil remediation.
Removal of arsenic from water is one such example and the
quantity of arsenic adsorbed per gram of magnetite (Fe3O4) has
been observed to increase from 0.02 to 1.8 mmol/g as particles
size decreases from 300 to 11 nm.8Much of this 100-fold increase
of adsorption capacity for the smaller magnetite particles can be
attributed to the increase of specific surface area (SSA) with
decreasing size of the particles. However, the comparison of
adsorbed quantity per mass of adsorbent reveals nothing about
the chemical reactivity and a true “nanoscale effect”. When
expressed per unit of surface area, magnetite particles of 300 and
20 nm are observed to adsorb similar amounts of As (i.e.,∼6
µmol/m2 ) 3.5 As/nm2) suggesting similar adsorption mecha-
nisms. Surprisingly, for particles smaller than 20 nm, the
adsorption capacity increases and magnetite of 11 nm in diameter
adsorbs 3 times more As per square nanometer (∼18µmol/m2)
10.9 As/nm2) than does 20 nm-diameter magnetite (Table 1).8

These observations lead to two key questions: (i) why is there
a change in adsorption behavior for very small nanoparticles and
(ii) is this change linked to modifications of the surface structure?
To answer these questions, the adsorption mechanisms at the
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surface of nanoparticles below 10 nm must be rigorously
characterized, studying the adsorption sites and the surface
structure from the macroscopic to the atomic scale. The current
study focuses on arsenic adsorption processes at the surface of
one type of manufactured nanospheres that is widely used and
studiedsnanomaghemite (γ-Fe2O3, referred to asNmag) with
a mean diameter of 6 nm.9-11 Stimulated by the high affinity of
arsenic for iron (hydr)oxides and the worldwide problem of arsenic
in drinking water,12,13arsenic was chosen as a probe for surface
adsorption mechanisms.Nmagwas selected as the adsorbent for
this study because these particles have the advantage of being
composed of only Fe3+ and are stable under ambient conditions.
Moreover, they are isotropic and well crystallized and their highly
symmetric spinel structure facilitates the examination of surface
structure during the adsorption processes. To precisely determine
the arsenic adsorption mechanisms at different scales, a panel
of techniques of structural characterization was used such as
X-ray diffraction, infrared spectroscopy, and X-ray absorption
spectroscopy.

Experimental Section

Maghemite Nanoparticles.The 6 nmNmag were synthesized
at Paris VI university (LCMC) by coprecipitation of Fe3+ and Fe2+

ions.11 At the stoechiometry Fe2+/Fe3+ ) 0.5 crystallization of
magnetite (Fe3O4) with an inverse spinel phase is quasi-immediate
at room temperature. Then, because of their high instability against
oxidation, the magnetite nanoparticles are transformed into maghemite
(γFe2O3) by desorption of Fe2+ ions and creation of vacancies. Iron
atoms are distributed into the tetrahedral (Td) A site) and octahedral
(Oh ) B site) sites according to ([Fe3+]A[Fe5/3

3+V1/3]BO4) whereV
stands for vacancies in the octahedral sublattice (Figure 1).11 On the
basis of a 6 nmdiameter and a pseudo-spherical shape, the theoretical
specific surface area (SSA) of this material is calculated to be 204
m2/g. This is in reasonable agreement with the measured value of
172 m2/g determined by N2 adsorption and a BET analysis where
the difference between calculated and measured values is attributed
to heterogeneity and partial aggregation ofNmag during the N2

adsorption experiment (especially at pH close to the ZPC).

Sorption Experiments. Adsorption studies were performed by
mixing 30 mg/L Nmag with different amounts of 0.013 mol/L
NaAsO2 solution in 20 mL flasks. All samples were prepared in 0.01
mol/L NaCl solution at room temperature (22-25°C), and throughout
the experiment, the pH was adjusted at 7( 0.2 using standard acid
(0.1 mol/L HCl) and base (0.1 mol/L NaOH) solutions. Sorption
isotherm was obtained by varying the initial As concentration from
0.1 to 6.5 mmol/L. After 24 h at pH 7( 0.2,Nmagwere aggregated
since their PZC is around 6.1 and 7.614,15and can be removed from
solution by centrifugation during 2 h at 10000 rpm. Arsenic
concentrations in the supernatant were measured by ICP-AES
(inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy) using
a Jobin Ultima-C spectrometer.

Triplicate samples with surface coverages of 5%, 10%, and 100%
of the maximum adsorption capacity, referred to as, respectively,
NmagAs5,NmagAs10, andNmagAs100, were prepared. After the
adsorption process the solid phase was rinsed, freeze-dried, and
analyzed with the techniques described further.

Powder X-ray Diffraction. X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments
were done on powder samples prepared on a “zero-background”
silicon plate and analyzed using a PANalytical X’Pert PRO
diffractometer with a Co KR radiation (1.79 Å) at 40 kV and 40 mA.
The 2θ range was 15-120° with a step size of 0.05° with a RTMS
(real time multiple strip) detector speed of 0.027°/min leading to a
total counting time of 65 h per spectrum. NaCl was used as internal
standard to correct a potential shift in the peak positions. The
crystalline structure and the structural evolution ofNmagduring the
adsorption processes was investigated using a Rietveld refinement.16

This theoretical calculation was performed using the Fullprof
software.17

X-ray Absorption Experiments. Arsenic K-edge (11.73 KeV)
XAS experiments were performed at the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF, France) on the FAME beamline (BM-
30b) with Si(220) monochromator crystals.18,19 By combining the
high brilliance from the ESRF synchrotron source with a multichannel
fluorescence detector, we were able to obtain spectra with a very
high signal/noise ratio even at low As concentration. Samples were
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Table 1. Comparison between the AsIII Adsorption Efficiency of Nmag Obtained in This Study Using ICP-AES with That of Previously
Reported Dataa

Cadsmax

mineral size (nm) SSA (m2/g) mmol/g µmol/m2 arsenic/nm2

Nmag(this study) 6 174 2.3( 0.2 13.4( 1.3 8.1( 0.8
magnetite8,25 ∼1000 0.9 0.003( 0.0003 3.1( 0.3 1.9( 0.2

300 4 0.02( 0.002 5.6( 0.6 3.4( 0.3
20 60 0.39( 0.04 6.4( 0.6 3.9( 0.4
11 99 1.80( 0.2 18.2( 1.8 10.9( 1.1

hydrous ferric oxide26 200 0.37( 0.04 1.8( 0.2 1.1( 0.1
600 1.34( 0.1 2.2( 0.2 1.3( 0.1

goethite25,27 2 0.005( 0.0005 2.5( 0.3 1.5( 0.1
39 0.29( 0.3 7.5( 0.8 4.5( 0.5

a Legend: SSA, specific surface area;Cads max, maximum concentration of As adsorbed at the surface of iron (oxy)hydroxide particles
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pressed to thin pellets, which were cooled to a temperature close to
that of liquid Helium (around 10 K) during spectra acquisition. This
procedure improves spectrum quality by minimizing radiation
damages, decreasing thermal motions of atoms, and keeping As in
the same oxidation state during the experiment.20 XAS spectra were
scanned using a step-by-step mode from 100 below to 800 eV above
the edge. Multiple scans (3-4) were collected for each sample. To
ensure that the high photon flux of the monochromatic beam on
FAME beamline did not induce changes in the redox state of As,
prior XAS spectra were also acquired in the continuous “quick XAS”
scanning mode.18,19XANES (X-ray absorption near edge structure)
and EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine structure) were analyzed
using standard procedures for data reduction with a set of software
developed by Michalowicz.21-23 EXAFS oscillations were theoreti-
cally recalculated using amplitude and phase functions obtained
with the FEFF8 code.21-23 FEFF functions were validated for each
scattering path by modeling the spectra of well-characterized
crystalline model compounds (As2O3, FeAsO4‚7H2O). FEFF8 was
also used to estimate the contribution of multiple scattering paths
on the EXAFS signal.

Results and Discussion

Adsorption of AsIII onto Nmag. The adsorption isotherm of
AsIII onto Nmag is shown in Figure 2 plotting the moles of
arsenic per square nanometer versus arsenic equilibrium con-
centration. An experimental maximum is reached atCads) 13.4
( 0.1 µmol/m2 ≈ 8 ( 0.5 AsIII /nm2 (Figure 2). The measured
adsorption capacity ofNmag for AsIII is comparable to that
reported in literature for magnetite with a size of 11 nm (Table
1).

AsIII Adsorption Sites as Function of the Surface Coverage.
The analysis of samples at low (NmagAs5 andNmagAs10) and
high (NmagAs100) surface coverage is crucial since (i) at low
surface coverage arsenite was hypothesized to adsorbed first on
the more reactive sites and (ii) at high surface coverage it becomes
possible to assess the frequency of the various adsorption surface
sites.

The consequences of the adsorption of AsIII onto theNmag
structure were first studied by X-ray diffraction. The diffraction
patterns of theNmag, NmagAs5,NmagAs10, andNmagAs100
are given in Figure 3A. The position of the main peaks are perfectly
superimposed, indicating that structure and crystallinity of the
Nmagare not affected by As adsorption. However the relative
intensity of some peaks is modified after As adsorption. The
most sensitive is the peak at 21.4° corresponding to the{111}
lattice plane (d-spacing) 4.815 Å) for which the normalized
intensity decreases when the adsorbed As quantity increases (inset
in Figure 3A). The intensity of this peak is highly sensitive to
the level of occupancy (σA) of the tetrahedral A site of maghemite
as illustrated by theoretical calculations (Figure 3B). The
sensitivity of the{111} peak toσA is related to the fact that the
A-oxygen bonds are oriented in the{111} direction. Brice-Profeta
et al.24 have shown thatσA decreases as the size of maghemite
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Figure 1. Scheme representing the crystalline structure of maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) and the atomic arrangement of the iron tetrahedral (FeTd)
and octahedral (FeOh) at the surface (plane (111)) as a function of the size of the particles (based on the study of Brice-Profeta et al.).24

Figure 2. Adsorption isotherm of AsIII ontoNmag. Cads, concentra-
tion of As adsorbed at theNmagsurface. Dark curve, logarithmic
fit. pH 7 ( 0.2, 0.01 M NaCl, [Nm]) 30 mg/L, 22-25 °C.
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particles decreases (Figure 1). They also prove the existence of
a preferential iron octahedral layer at theNmagsurface, which
consequently indicates a deficit of [FeTd] in the A sites at the
surface of very small nanoparticles (Figure 1).

On the basis of these results, we performed a first theoretical
calculation on the XRD patterns of a standard maghemite (Figure
3B, dotted line). In this calculation, the intensity of the peak
{111} was plotted as a function of the level of occupancy of
[FeTd] atoms in the tetrahedral site. Hence, theσA for Nmag
before arsenic adsorption was recalculated and we estimate that
90%( 2% of the A sites are occupied inNmag leaving∼10%
of the sites A vacant. We assumed that these vacant tetrahedral
sites are mainly located in the surface layer ofNmagas suggested
by Brice-Profeta et al.24 Consequently, by taking into account
the volume (V ) 113 nm3), the surface (S) 113 nm2) of Nmag,
the volume of the maghemite unit cell (a3 ) 0.581 nm3) and the
number of tetrahedral sites per unit cell (N ) 8), an estimate of
1.4 vacant A sites/nm2 at the surface ofNmagis obtained using
the following equation:

The decrease of the intensity of the{111} peak observed with
the increase of AsIII surface coverage is attributed to the filling

of the surface vacant A sites by AsIII . AsIII may be adsorbed in
a maghemite lattice position due to the strong affinity to iron
oxides, the equal charge to FeIII , and the fact that the O-O-O
angles and O-O distances for the AsO3 molecule are isomorphic
to the O-O-O faces of the Fe tetrahedron FeO4. To confirm
this hypothesis, a second theoretical calculation was performed
on the XRD pattern of a standard maghemite (Figure 3B,
continuous line). In this calculation, the intensity of the peak
{111} was plotted as a function of the level of occupancy of As
atoms in the tetrahedral lattice position. Hence, theσA for
NmagAs5, NmagAs10, andNmagAs100 were recalculated as
a function of the filling of the 10% of vacant A sites ofNmag
with arsenic. By doing so, theσA for NmagAs5 andNmagAs10
was estimated at 94.5%( 1.5% and 96.5%( 1.5%, respectively.
This suggests (eq 1) that 0.8( 0.25 (forNmagAs5) and 0.5(
0.25 A sites/nm2 (for NmagAs10) remain vacant. Since the
maximum surface vacancy for A sites was estimated to be 1.4
per nm2, we deduce that there are 0.6( 0.3 A sites/nm2 for
NmagAs5 and 0.9( 0.3 A sites/nm2 for NmagAs10 occupied
by AsIII . Since forNmagAs10 only 0.7( 0.07 As/nm2 are
adsorbed, the vacant A structural sites appear to have unique
characteristics. Since As replaces [FeTd] in the A site, this implies
that As is bound to a high number of iron octahedra from the
B sites; 5 at a theoretical maximum. EXAFS results discussed
below confirm this hypothesis. ForNmagAs100, theσA was
estimated at 99%( 2%, suggesting that all the A sites are
occupied by arsenic. Since almost 8 As/nm2 are adsorbed and
the vacant structural A sites can only accommodate 1.4( 0.3
As/nm2, this implies that at least one other type of As surface
site must exist.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the As K-edge (11.73 KeV)
was used to characterize these adsorption surface sites at the
atomic scale. EXAFS spectra allow for a precise determination
of the local order around the central As absorbing atoms. Previous
work using EXAFS spectroscopy has investigated the adsorption
of AsIII on iron (oxy)hydroxide larger than 20 nm. Evidence of
three types of complexes has been obtainedsa binuclear bridging
complex (RAsIII-FeIII ) 3.30-3.38 Å), a linear monodentate
complex (RAsIII-FeIII ) 3.57-3.60 Å), and an edge-sharing
complex (RAsIII-FeIII ) 2.80-2.81 Å).28-35XANES spectra were
carefully analyzed to obtain information on the valence state of
the arsenic.

In the “quick XAS” configuration, XANES acquisition was
performed within 40 s in order to follow a possible change in
shape under the X-ray beam. These spectra revealed two
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Figure 3. (A) X-ray diffraction patterns ofNmagas a function of
As surface coverage. (B) Theoretical evolution of XRD{111}
normalized peak area of standard maghemite as a function of the
level of occupancy of the tetrahedral A site with [FeTd] (dotted line)
or As (solid line), compare with experimental values.

surface vacant A sites per nm2 )
VN(1 - σA)

Sa3
(1)
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absorption peaks centered on 11873 and 11875 eV characteristic
of the AsIII and AsV valence states, respectively (inset in Figure
4A). For each spectrum, we used linear combination of XANES
spectra of pure AsIII and AsV samples to determine the AsIII /
As(III +V) ratio evolution with time (Figure 4A). In the initial
state, the ratio is close to 1 for both samples,NmagAs10 and
NmagAs100. With an increasing counting time under the X-ray
beam, two different behaviors are observedsan arsenite oxidation
appeared forNmagAs10 with irradiation time (even at 10 K)
while theNmagAs100 remained stable over long scanning times.
We estimate that 30% of AsIII of NmagAs10 was oxidized after
15 min under the beam. ForNmagAs100, only 7% of the adsorbed
AsIII was oxidized which is in agreement with the fraction of
AsIII oxidized for theNmagAs10 sample. These differences in
oxidation under X-ray beam reflect (i) the strong reactivity of
As for sites where oxidation takes place and (ii) the presence of
very different adsorption sites as already suggested by the
adsorption and diffraction experiments.

EXAFS spectra also revealed differences betweenNmagAs10
andNmagAs100 spectra with different features at 5.2, 7.4, and
8.7 Å-1 (Figure 4B). The modeling of these EXAFS spectra
allows to quantify these differences and to precise the local
structures. The first coordination sphere corresponds to As-O
bonds: its length increases from 1.72 to 1.77( 0.02 Å while
the number of As-O contributions decreased from 3.4 to 3.1(
0.6 for NmagAs10 andNmagAs100, respectively (Table 2). It
is also necessary to include a multiple scattering contribution of
As-O-O to satisfactorily reproduce the experimental spectra
of NmagAs10. The bond length values can be directly compared
to the ones obtained for reference compounds: the AsV-O
distances (1.60-1.73 Å range) are generally shorter than the
AsIII -O ones (1.77-1.80 Å range).36 The EXAFS simulations

then appear to confirm the XANES results, i.e., the presence of
AsV for the NmagAs10 sample.

The second coordination sphere of As corresponds to an As-
Fe contribution (Table 2). At low adsorption quantities (Nma-
gAs10), this contribution is characterized by 3.1( 0.6 iron atoms
(NFe) at 3.40( 0.02 Å. The As-Fe distance is very close to the
average AsIII-FeIII interatomic distance of 3.31-3.40 Å attributed
to AsIII -O-Fe linkages through double-corner-sharing in
literature.28-33 However, the high iron coordination numberNFe

is not in agreement with a pure double-corner-sharing surface
complex sinceNFe should be 2 in such a configuration. XRD
results have previously highlighted that for this surface coverage,
arsenic fills the A surface sites on the{111} lattice plane. By
examining the cation in this A site (Figure 5), it appears that the
cation is linked via three double corner linkages to five irons at
maximum. Consequently, in such an adsorption site, arsenic can
be linked with more than two iron atoms with an As-Fe distance
characteristic of a double corner linkage. The EXAFS results
corroborate this hypothesis. Indeed, the obtained-contribution
of 3.1 ( 0.6 Fe atoms at 3.40( 0.02 Å of arsenic could be in
agreement with As adsorbed in the A vacant site to more than
two iron atoms through double corner linkage.

At high surface coverage (NmagAs100), the number of Fe
atoms obtained by EXAFS in the second coordination sphere of
As decreases to 1.7( 0.3 and the As-Fe distance is 3.33( 0.02
Å (Table 2). This latter observation indicates that at high
surface coverage arsenite adsorbed on a second site with lower
Fe coordination number. This adsorption site will be discussed
below.

In both cases (NmagAs10 andNmagAs100), it is important
to note that theσ values for the AsIII -Fe linkages are elevated
(between 0.102 and 0.108) (Table 2). Using reference compounds
(coprecipitated AsV/Fe)31 and surfaceø2 analysis, we have
demonstrated that theN and σ values corresponding to the
minimumø2 ( 10% are in the ranges 3-3.8 and 0.100-0.120,
respectively, forNmagAs10. Hence, the highσ values are
physically significant and may be due to structural disorder related
to the very reactive surface. This indicates that the local atomic
environment obtained for As at low (3.1( 0.6 Fe neighbors) and
high surface coverage (1.7( 0.3 Fe neighbors) are not due to
mathematic artifact.

(36) Farquhar, M. L.; Charnock, J. M.; Livens, F. R.; Vaughan, D. J. Mechanisms
of Arsenic Uptake from Aqueous Solution by Interaction with Goethite,
Lepidocrocite, Mackinawite, and Pyrite: An X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy Study.
EnViron. Sci. Technol.2002, 36 (8), 1757-1762.

Figure 4. (A) AsIII /AsIII +V ratio in function of the exposition time under X-ray beam obtained by linear combination of XANES spectra
of As2O3 and As2O5. Dotted lines, linear fitting;b, dissolved As2O3; 3, NmagAs10,0: NmagAs100. (B) EXAFS spectra (As K-edge) of
NmagAs10 andNmagAs100, experimental data (solid line) and simulation (dotted line).

Table 2. Structural Parameters Deduced from the EXAFS
Analysis at the As K-Edgea

sample atomic shell
N

(20%
R (Å)

(0.02 Å
σ (Å)

(0.01 Å

NmagAs10 As-O 3.6 1.72 0.071
As-O-OMS 5.0 3.08 0.100
As-Fe* 3.1 3.41 0.108

NmagAs100 As-O 3.2 1.76 0.061
As-Fe* 1.7 3.33 0.102

a Legend: N, coordination number;R, interactomic distance;σ,
Debye-Waller factor; As-O-OMS, multiple scattering of the photo-
electron; As-Fe shells, iron atoms present in the second coordination
sphere of As.
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Specificity of the Arsenite Adsorption Mechanisms on
Ultrafine Nanomaghemite.Structural information concerning
the As surface layer has been obtained from EXAFS results
(Figure 4B, Table 2). ForNmagAs100 andNmagAs10, the AsIII-
Fe distances of 3.33-3.41( 0.02 Å are in agreement with double
corner linkage between AsIII and [FeOh]. However, if we examine
the{111} surface, the possibility of double corner linkage at the
Nmag surface only exists at the edge of the plane, suggesting
a low number of possible sites. This statement is not in agreement
with the high quantity of As at the plateau (∼8 As/nm2), indicating
that the surface sites are different than those of the ‘classical’
adsorption sites on a larger iron oxide particles. Moreover, the
high surface density of arsenite cannot be attributed to a structural
modification of theNmag, such as amorphization of the surface,
the crystallinity ofNmagbeing constant as determined by XRD.
It therefore seems that some specific As adsorption sites exists
at the surface ofNmagbased on the deficiency of [FeTd] at the
surface (Figure 1). As previously mentioned, arsenite can be
considered as isomorphic to [FeTd] with the same charge and
Pauli radius. Hence, AsIII is physically able to occupy the free
[FeTd] lattice positions at the surface ofNmag(as demonstrated
by XRD, Figure 3). These free [FeTd] lattice positions represent
a high density of adsorption sites at the surface since the number
of tetrahedral sites per square nanometer, reaches 8, 5, and 6 for
the{111}, {011}, and{100} surface planes, respectively (Figure
5). This is in agreement with the high quantity of As at the
plateau (∼8 As/nm2). Examination of the{111} plane suggests
that the As may be linked (i) ‘in’ the A vacant site (octahedral
ring) surrounded by 5 [FeOh] sites at maximum through double
corner sharing or (ii) ‘on’ a B trimer through single corner sharing,
but linked to no more than 3 [FeOh] (Figure 1). In both cases,
the AsIII -Fe interatomic distance are in the same range, but to
go further, better determinations for the theoretical coordination
number of iron around As (NFe) are needed as obtained by EXAFS.
Indeed, there is still a discrepancy between the obtained value
of 3.1( 0.6 forNmagAs10 and 1.7( 0.3 forNmagAs100 and
the theoretical coordination of cations on the{111} lattice plane:
∼5 in the octahedral ring and∼3 on the B trimer.

To understand this discrepancy, we assume an equilibrium
shape for the 6 nmNmagcrystals. Brice-Profeta et al. observed
that crystallizedNmag(synthesized in exactly the same manner

as our initial material), exhibited well-defined faceted edges but
with no shape anisotropy.24 To approximate the shape of the
Nmagcrystals, we use a Kossel model (cubic theoretic crystal).
By taking into account the second nearest-neighbors interaction
and applying the Wulf theorem, the equilibrium shape of a 2D
crystal is calculated to be an octogon and a 26-face polyhedron
for the 3D crystal (Figure 5).37 Three different faces exist on the
polyhedron corresponding to the three densest lattice planes
{111}, {100}, and{110} of a cubic structure.

To explain theNFe of 3.1( 0.6 obtained forNmagAs10, we
determine the coordination number of [FeTd] localized ‘in’ the
A vacant site (octahedral ring) for the three main planes. For
{111}, {100}, and{110} the coordination number is estimated
at 5, 4.2, and 3.3, respectively (Figure 5). If the three planes are
equivalent, then the mean Fe coordination number will be 4.1.
By considering that all faces of the polyhedra exhibit the same
surface, we estimate the surface area of each face at 4.3 nm2.
Therefore, due to the low extension of the plane and the size of
the unit cell (0.837 nm), at least one-third of the A sites of each
plane will be at the edge with a coordination number estimated
at 2 or 3. Then the mean total coordination number of [FeTd] in
the octahedral ring is certainly close to 3.5( 0.5. Although this
coordination value is based on several simplifying assumptions,
it reasonably explains theNFe value of 3.1( 0.6 around As
obtained for theNmagAs10. Therefore, we conclude that the
adsorption of AsIII for low adsorption quantities most likely occurs
in the octahedral ring ‘in’ the A vacant site. As determined by
XRD, this site adsorbed 0.9 AsIII /nm2. Moreover, the X-ray beam
damage (Figure 4A) illustrates the high reactivity of this surface
site for which the electron transfer between arsenic and the
octahedral ring seems to be facilitated (X-ray beam effects).

To explain the value obtained forNFe of 1.7 ( 0.3 for
NmagAs100, we calculate in the same manner the coordination
number of [FeTd] localized ‘on’ the B trimer for the{111},{100},
and{110} planes to be 2.5, 1.7, and 1.7, respectively (Figure 6).
By considering that the three planes are equivalent and that one-
third of the A sites are at the edge of the face with a coordination
number estimated at 1 or 2, we estimate the mean coordination

(37) Mutaftschiev, B.The atomistic nature of crystal growth; Springer-
Verlag: Berlin, 2001; Vol. 43, p 368.

Figure 5. Assumed equilibrium energy shape of the particles (based on a Kossel model) and structure of the three main lattice planes at
the surface ofNmag. This figure gives an estimation of the coordination number of [FeTd] in the octahedral ring. Red square: 1 nm2.
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number of [FeTd] on the B trimer as to 1.8( 0.2. Further, by
considering that As localized on the B trimer represents 7.1 of
the 8 AsIII adsorbed per square nanometer (the other 0.9 AsIII /
nm2 being linked in the A vacant site) we obtain an estimate of
2 ( 0.2 for the mean total Fe coordination number around As
on the saturated surface. This value, based on several simplifying
assumption, explains reasonably theNFevalue of 1.7( 0.3 around
As obtained for theNmagAs100.

In summary, different mechanisms of AsIII adsorption appear
to dominate as a function of the surface coverage. Initially, 1.4
tetrahedral sites per square nanometer are vacant at the surface
of Nmag(Figure 7A). At low surface coverage, arsenic fills the
more reactive surface sites in the octahedral ring (Figure 7B).
When all of these sites are filled, arsenite adsorbs on a [FeOh]
trimer through monodentate trinulear complex in a lattice position
(Figure 7C).

Hence, we can explain the high As density (8( 0.5 AsIII /nm2)
by considering AsIII adsorbed in the [FeTd] lattice position.
However, why for nanoparticles (<20 nm) the As occupy the
lattice position of [FeTd] whereas for larger particles, AsIII is

classically adsorbed through double- or single-corner-sharing?38

It is worth noting that nanoparticles are thermodynamically
unstable compared with microscopic particles. Many phenomena
may intervene in producing a decrease in the surface free energy,
including changes in surface site coordination, displacement of
atoms, change in bond length and angles and, aggregation or
adsorption of chemical species.7 Adsorption of ions at the surface
of particles decreases the energy (∆G) of a system by∆G )
3.Vm∆γ/r, whereVm is the molar volume,∆γ is the difference
of the interfacial energy before and after adsorption and r is the
radius of the particles. Using the method presented by Jolivet et
al.39 we estimate that as a consequence of the adsorption of one
monolayer of arsenic at the surface of iron oxide particles of 6,

(38) Coker, V. S.; Gault, A. G.; Pearce, C. I.; Vanderlaan, G.; Telling, N. D.;
Charnock, J. M.; Polya, D. A.; Lloyd, J. R. XAS and XMCD Evidence for Species-
Dependent Partitioning of Arsenic During Microbial Reduction of Ferrihydrite
to Magnetite.EnViron. Sci. Technol.2006, 40, 7745-7750.

(39) Jolivet, J. P.; Froidefond, C.; Pottier, A.; Chane´ac, C.; Cassaignon, S.;
Tronc, E.; Euzen, P. Size tailoring of oxide nanoparticles by precipitation in
aqueous medium. A semi-quantitative modellingJ. Mater. Chem.2004,14, 3281-
3288.

Figure 6. Structure of the three main lattice planes at the surface ofNmag. This figure gives an estimation of the coordination number of
[FeTd] on the B trimer.

Figure 7. Scheme representing the adsorption mechanisms of AsIII at theNmagsurface based on the structural information derived from
the XRD and As K-edge XAS analyses.
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20, and 300 nm, the∆γ decreases by 0.2-0.3 J/m2 (∼3 kT),
0.002-0.003 J/m2 and 0.0005, respectively. Comparing
the different systems characterized byr6nm〈r20nm〈r300nm and
∆γ6nm〉〉〉∆γ20nm〉∆γ300nmwe observe that adsorption of a dense
arsenite layer on nanoparticles of 6 nm decreases the energy of
the system more than adsorption on larger particles of 20 or 300
nm (∆G6nm〉〉〉∆G20nm〉∆G300nm). Whereas in macroscopic systems
the adsorption is mainly governed by the chemical affinity and
the electrostatic strength, for nanoparticles, the decrease of free
energy must be taken into account. This driving force is known
to be preponderant in the case of crystal growth. In our study,
the adsorption of AsIII in the free [FeTd] lattice position at the
Nmag surface can be compare to a crystal growth mechanism
in which AsIII mimics the [FeTd] atoms. This may explain the
high density of As adsorbed at the surface ofNmag.

Conclusion

Two factors appear to contribute to an observed “nanoeffect”
of enhanced AsIII adsorption by nanoiron oxides below 20 nm
in diameter. First, there is a modification of the atomic structure
of the particle surface as size decreases.24 In the case ofNmag,

the size-dependent decrease of the occupancy of the tetrahedral
site leaves vacant, highly reactive sites, which are available to
adsorb arsenic. For larger particles, the ratio B/A at the surface
seems to be closer to the theoretical value24 with fewer vacant
A sites and therefore fewer accessible sites. Moreover, the
presence of [FeTd] at the surface prevents the adsorption of arsenite
through monodentate trinuclear complexes due to steric con-
straints. Only double or single corner sharing adsorbing complexes
remain probable.38 The second factor relates to the thermody-
namics of a decrease of the surface free energy. The high density
of As adsorbed in lattice position at the surface can be related
to crystal growth.
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